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The present work of Revaz Lordkipanidze is prepared for students and wider readers, also providing some help to interested professionals. The work is a continuation of the researches under blessing of the Archimandrite Saba (Ghvtiso Shalikashvili) from Saint Church Qashveti.

According to specialization priorities (Economics, World Economy, International Economic Relations), Doctor of Economics Revaz Lordkianidze has successfully completed the course of Harvard University about US government reforms and continues research by courses of the Georgian Technical University.

Edited and Reviewed in the Academy named after Economist A. Gunia
To start, I wrote new work “Wisdom integration will strengthen humanity” and it had grown into a topic: “World Economic Zone in Internet Era Can Become Needful Robotics for Peace”. To final I came to very significant wording of my title “Wise World Union in Internet Era Can Become Needful Economic Robotics for Peace Processes”.

I want to make a simple, but very significant peace statement and I think that mutually beneficial economic relations in the free World zone of the United States, the European Union and the former USSR can solve many conflicts. Let’s expand the European Union and add as Head - the author of Internet and now effectively reforming America with progressive space forces of the former USSR and all other countries wise forces.

The experience of international economic zones and world wars also confirmed the greatest significance of the progressive unions on the base of sincere love of God.

To this, I think, the new global Union can play the function of a powerful tool against masked dishonest monopolies. About it, we have been studying issues about new economic realism and perfect competition for a long time perspective [1-24].

The world is tired from the long-standing conflicts and today there was a great hope of improving the economic relations of the largest countries. With scientific and technological ups, naturally, there is a growing need for qualified management. I have long been studying the really phenomenal experience of the American School of Management and now I offer my some visions (from researches of 2018) for the future about it.

Correlations of managerial professionalism (mostly individual character) with efficiency, managerial safe professionalism (mostly coordinated nature) with efficiency and managerial strictness with efficiency [Figure 1] shows, that mostly coordinated nature of safe professional manager has the best efficiency and perspectives. We see, that managerial strictness is needed also, but an excessive severity has very negative consequences.
Correlations of Managerial Professionalism (mostly individual character) with Efficiency[Series1], Managerial Safe Professionalism (mostly coordinated nature) with Efficiency[Series 2] and Managerial Strictness with Efficiency[Series 3]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.

The need for science is growing, but scientists are still in a large minority. We need very good specialists in strategic management. This was revealed by research of the correlations (Figure 2) of creative manager (oriented on strategic multi-factorial intuition) with efficiency and operative manager (oriented on current demands) with efficiency.

Correlations of Creative Manager (oriented on strategic multi-factorial intuition) with Efficiency[Series1] and Operative Manager (oriented on current demands) with efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.
An energy is a very good character trait of any specialist, but now we need more highly qualified (Figure 3), brave (Figure 4), specialized (Figure 5), charismatic (Figure 6), generous (Figure 7) and morally persistent managers (Figure 8), who can effectively act in very dangerous conditions of high risks and masked competitions.

Figure 3

Correlations of Energetic Manager with Efficiency[Series1] and Intellectual Manager with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.

Figure 4

Correlations of Brave Manager with Efficiency[Series1] and Emotional Manager with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.
Figure 5
Correlations of Specialized Manager with Efficiency[Series1] and Diversified Manager with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author's Researches in International Business.

Figure 6
Correlations of Charismatic Manager with Efficiency[Series1] and “Standardized” Manager with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author's Researches in International Business.
Figure 7

Correlations of Selfish Manager (mostly oriented on own profit) with Efficiency[Series1] and Generous Manager (mostly oriented on co-workers motivation) with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.

Figure 8

Correlations of Morally Persistent Manager (mostly oriented on moral stimulus) with Efficiency[Series1] and Pragmatic Manager (mostly oriented on material stimulus) with Efficiency[Series2]

Source: Author’s Researches in International Business.
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